POWER FC® ACADEMY

As a founding member of the Soccer Academy Alliance of Canada (SAAC), the Power FC Academy was formed in 2005. The Academy is the collection of the most talented players from the Power Soccer™ Schools and Camps. Our highly qualified staff use a variety of coaching methods to fully develop and nurture the creativity and ability of every player. Power FC Academy’s long-term development strategy provides an environment that allows players the freedom to express themselves, to take responsibility for their own development and to make decisions without fear of making mistakes. Our modern training facilities, equipment and coaching combine to give a solid platform to develop young soccer players, both technically and personally.

Power FC is proud to be actively committed as a leader in youth soccer player development in Canada.

OBJECTIVES

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE POWER FC™ PROGRAM

- Power FC™ Academy produces confident, skilled players with a genuine love of the game, who will reach their full potential.
- Fitness, speed, precision, as well as mental, technical and tactical training.
- Quality, consistent instruction provided in both technical and tactical play.
- Frequent and intensive training sessions.
- Committed, talented players are the foundation of Power Soccer’s™ high performance squads.
- Establish partnerships with professional clubs.
- Competitive league play against other academies, in tournaments and with professional clubs.

SOUTH AMERICAN & EUROPEAN PRO CLUB COACHES

Former Power FC Player Dominic Jankov now with PFC Ludogorets
SUMMER CAMP PROGRAM

The Power Soccer™ Summer Camp is designed for players at various stages in their development. Players aged 4 & 5 years old participate in the FUNdamentals program (1.5/3-hour morning camps). Players ages 6-15 years old participate in the Skill Development program, players will be grouped by age and ability level. Player safety is a priority with a check-in and sign-out procedure in place. Players are supervised at all times. All venues have good natural shade, as well as back up indoor shelter facilities.

TESTIMONIAL

"The coaches are very strong, friendly, and professional. I just want to let you know that I am very impressed with the Power Soccer™ camp that my son has attended this week. He is fairly new to soccer and was a bit nervous going in but now he LOVES it, and has gained confidence and skills. The coaches are very strong, friendly and professional. Thank you for a great soccer experience."  
—Leah

POWER SOCCER® SCHOOL STREAMS

U6
FUNdamentals

U8
Soccer Essentials

U10-U16
Skill Development Program

U7-U20
Power FC™ Academy  
( elite program by trial and invitation)

POWER PLAYER PROGRAM

Advanced Training

U10+
Goalkeeper

18+
Adult Training Programs

CONDUCTING HIGH-LEVEL SOCCER TRAINING BASED ON LONG-TERM PLAYER DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1996

Power Soccer’s™ daily schedule includes ball mastery warm-ups, skill sessions on ball control, defending, dribbling, shooting, as well as footwork, passing, small-sided matches and conditioned soccer games. We hold a “Soccer Olympics” each week, in addition to fun competitions such as penalty shootouts and juggling. Each player receives a Power Soccer™ Jersey, Shorts, and Socks, as well as an individual Player Report and group photo.

Power Soccer™ programs are the most fun way to gain skills, hands down. Not only is it great fun, our camp is a great learning experience for players at every skill level. Each day of camp is carefully designed to provide the right level of activity, challenge, games and skill-sets to every level of player, with an emphasis on proper rest and recovery.

Come see Power Soccer™ programs in action and experience the fun & excitement for yourself!